NIB/BID EXTENSION NOTICE

Subject: Extension of NIB/Bid for Supply of Hydrochloric Acid at KSTPS Kota against TN-14076.

The bid submission date along with details of online fee (UTR no. / Journal no.) submitted against EMD and Tender cost of UBN No. RVU1920GSOB02380; NIB No. RVU1920A2372 for Supply of Hydrochloric Acid at KSTPS Kota against TN-14076 is hereby extended up to dated 08.06.2020; 1.00 PM and shall be opened on 09.06.2020; 3.30 PM.

This bears the approval of the competent authority.

-sd-
(MOH. MOHSIN)
DY. CHIEF ENGINEER (MM)
KSTPS, RVUNL, KOTA
No. RRVUNL/KSTPS/DY.CE(MM)/SPOM-II/AEN-I/F14073 D 288 Dt18.5.20.

**NIB/BID EXTENSION NOTICE**

**Subject:** Extension of NIB/Bid for Annual Rate Contract for Refilling of CO2 Cylinders & Cartridges and refilling of compressed air in Breathing Apparatus for Fire Fighting Wing at KSTPS, Kota for the year 2020-21 at KSTPS Kota against TN-14073.

The bid submission date along with details of online fee ( UTR no. / Journal no.) submitted against **EMD** and **Tender cost** of UBN No. RVU1920GSOB02376; NIB No. RVU1920A2368 for Annual Rate Contract for Refilling of CO2 Cylinders & Cartridges and refilling of compressed air in Breathing Apparatus for Fire Fighting Wing at KSTPS, Kota against TN-14073 for the year 2020-21 is hereby extended up to dated 08.06.2020; 1.00 PM and shall be opened on 09.06.2020; 3.30 PM.

This bears the approval of the competent authority.

-sd-
(MOHID. MOHSIN)
DY. CHIEF ENGINEER (MM)
KSTPS,RVUNL,KOTA
No. RRVUNL/KSTPS/DY.CE(MM)/SPOM-II/AEN-I/F14075 D289 Dt.18.5.20

NIB/BID EXTENSION NOTICE

Subject: Extension of NIB/Bid for Supply of Industrial Gases at KSTPS Kota against TN-14075.

The bid submission date along with details of online fee (UTR no. / Journal no.) submitted against EMD and Tender cost of UBN No. RVU1920GSOB02379; NIB No. RVU1920A2371 for Supply of Industrial Gases against TN-14075 is hereby extended up to dated 08.06.2020; 1.00 PM and shall be opened on 09.06.2020; 3.30 PM.

This bears the approval of the competent authority.

-sd-
(MOHD. MOHSIN)
DY. CHIEF ENGINEER (MM)
KSTPS,RVUNL,KOTA